Request for Sample Transfer

Alert

Call for Suspect Sample Transfer
• From 6666/Organisations/Authorities, PHCC etc
• Coordinate with WHO Focal Point, Local Authorities

WHO

WHO Approval/Coordination
• Paul Ekeya Otwani Covid-19 Emergency response
  0922 476 905 ekeyap@who.int
• John Juma Laboratory Specialist and Preparedness
  0926 175 338 jjohnhm@gmail.com

UNHAS

UNHAS Coordination:
• John Cassidy 0926 225 434
  john.cassidy@wfp.org
• Melchior Nsavyimana 0922 770 141
  melchior.nsavyimana@wfp.org

UNHAS

UNHAS Approvals and Tasking
• Mario Sibrian CATO 0922 465 460
• Kennedy Ooro DCATO 0922 845 785
• Sorin Gifei AVSEC 0910 001 271
• Tasking Office 0922 465 565

WHO

WHO Sample Delivery and Pick up
• WHO Focal Point arranges delivery of sample in field location and pick up in Juba airport

Instructions

Alert to provide the following

I. Location
II. Name
III. Contact Phone Number
IV. Time sample ready
V. Liaise with local authorities, WHO staff as applicable

Note:
As soon as Alert makes contact with WHO, WHO will coordinate with UNHAS. There is no need for the Alert to contact UNHAS.